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Across

1 Product made from hemp - extremely red at first, 
then a little emerald after a short operation (4)

3 Rebels resume dancing holding money (9)

8 Insect regularly exhibited by lobster-men (3)

9 Latin parent consumed food right after one part 
of afternoon, in short (5)

10 Ties 6 and 23 down perhaps with the rest milling 
around (7)

11 Pay one's dues to administrative trainee an hour 
after midday (5)

12 Type of behaviour (like a Halloween animal) that 
may reflect jealousy or craziness (5)

14 Ditch husband found in the embrace of 
Hollywood's amorous actress, for starters (2-2)

15 Army officer briefly returns and jumps out of 
pyjamas excitedly and talks incessantly (4)

18 Judaism's first patriarch as mentioned in the 
Bible/Quran (7)

21 Khan made an Egyptian cross (4)

22 Egyptian god is after a Pharaoh or a Sphinx, to 
start with (4)

23 Place where poet's ID was misplaced (7)

25 Pop has nothing to make part of a pedestal (4)

27 Rastafarian's got quite distant (4)

29 Indian Railway is hot - but makes a kind of coffee 
with liquor (5)

32 Break brake on Sherlock's street (5)

33 Central parts of Erode are in centre of Erode (7)

34 Pass away - covered in gold... Good bye (5)

35 Longing for Euro invested in New York to be 
returned (3)

36 The Spanish notices are circulated for polls (9)

37 I left yetis agitated with eye problem (4)

Down

1 Presidential party that'll display animal that may 
be one starring in '10' (10)

2 Old, small, mine concealed alien (5)

3 Revised commentary after loss of car in Fleet 
Street or Wall Street, example (7)

4 Tut and Poe struggled to implement the Sigma 
function (4,2)

5 Col. isn't Chinese (5)

6 Trumpeter s thick skinned creatures (9)

7 POTUS's daughter leaves a band (4)

8 8, I hear, beam and make asinine sound (4)

13 Beverage oddly found in Thera (3)

16 Rescue leaders of South American valley 
explorers (4)

17 How I use the renovated accommodation for 
winner of 36 (5,5)

19 Give additional support to engineers in army, for 
instance (9)

20 An offer for the same place or a main road in 
Hyderabad? (4)

23 Professors gherao Principal. Asses! (7)

24 Propeller? Or an article in the middle? (3)

26 Measure of light reflected by abode constructed 
around London at first (6)

28 Perch for marsupial on street (5)

29 Rain distribution of a country on the Persian Gulf 
(4)

30 African dictator gets back to nitwit (5)

31 Pain exhibited by a cardiac health-worker (4)


